ABSTtLCT. This paper is an exposition of results contained in [2] . The purpose of [2] is to present a way of viewing of basic topology which unifies quite a few results and concepts previously seemed not related (quotient maps, product topology, subspace topology, separation axioms, topologies on function spaces, dimension, metrizability). The basic idea is that in order to investigate an unknown space X, one either maps known spaces to X or maps X to known spaces.
INTRODUCTION
In [1] the author presented certain results of basic topology from the point of view of Extension Theory. In [2] we broaden the approach of [1] . Namely, extension theory can be viewed as part of the contravariant approach, and it makes sense to ponder its dual, the covariant approach.
Suppose we have a class of known spaces K, and we are faced with an unknown space X. We may choose one of the following strategies: 1. (Covariant approach) X will be investigated by considering maps f K X from known spaces to X. 2. (Contravariant approach) X will be investigated by considering maps f :X K from X to known spaces.
Typeset by A.ATEX The covariant approach is widely used in the clasical homotopy thco.ry and leads to homotopy/homology groups (see [11] ). The contravariant approach is the mainstay of shape theo.ry (see [10] ), ('ohomological dimension theo.ry (see [12] ), and leads to cohomology/cohomotopy groups. However, in basic topology the prevalent approach is that of intrinsic definitions/theorems in terms of open sets/covers.
The purpose of this paper is to translate the intrinsic approach of basic topology into covariant/contravariant approaches in an effort to unify various concepts which seemed unrelated up to now (quotient maps, product topology, subspace topology, separation axioms, dimension, metrizability). We believe that it brings better understanding and better results. Also, it allows to integrate basic topology with category theory at an earlier stage. Let us explain this statement in the case of function spaces.
One of the fundamental concepts in category theory, is that of adjoint functors (see [6] [2] is, from the beginning, to discuss topologies on function spaces so that the resulting Horn functor is a right adjoint to the cartesian product functor via the function adjy, i.e. we are aiming at adj).
HomTo(X, HomTo(Y,Z))
HomTo(X x Y,Z) to be a natural homeomorphism. In the terminology of [6] , adj). is the adiugant equivalence (or ad_iugant) and,one is led to the front adjunction (the resulting natural transformation from the identity functor to the composition Horn o x and the rear adjunction (the resulting natural transformation from the composition x oHom to the identity functor). The front adjunction corresponds to the function 13 adj )" (id) X (X x Y)" given by B(x)(y) (x, y) and is clearly continuous by the definition of the basic covariant topology. The rear adjunction eval X x yX y is the well-known evaluation function: eval(x, f) f(x). Thus, the question of Horn being right adjoint to the cartesian product reduces to the question of continuity of the evaluation function. It turns out that it is connected to the Whitehead-Michael [9] characterization of locally compact spaces as those spaces Z for which f x idz is a quotient map if f is a quotient map. This leads quickly to establishing that, on the category of locally compact spaces, the functor Hom defined as the function space equipped with the basic covariant topology is a right adjoint to the cartesian product functor. Since most questions regarding compactly generated spaces can be reduced to the locally compact case, one can apply the functor k Top kTop from the topological spaces to the k-spaces and obtain Horn on the category, kTop which is right adjoint to the product functor (in kTop In the next two sections we discuss the basic results of [2] without proofs. The detailed proofs can be found in [2] as well as an extended discussion of various topologies on the function spaces. It is well known that connected spaces X are precisely those, so that all maps f X S o are constant. Thus, connectedness is a contravariant property. On the other hand, path connectedness is a covariant property as X is path connected iff any map f S X extends over I. Let us analyze basic concepts of topology from those two points of view.
2.1. Proposition. 1 . X is To i/it any map f A X from an anti-discrete space A to X is constant. 2. X is T ifi any non-constant map f S o X is a homeomorphic embedding.
3. Suppose X is T1. Then, X is T2 (Hausdorff) iff S is an absolute neighborhood extensor of X with respect to finite subspaces. 4 . Suppose X is To. Then, X is Ta1/2 (Tychonoff) iff the topology of X is the contravariant topology induced by a family of functions {f X I}s. 5 . Suppose X is TI. Then, X is T4 (normal) iff S O is an absolute neighborhood extensor of X. 6 . Suppose X is T1. Then, X is collectionwise normal iff all discrete spaces D are absolute neighborhood extensors of X.
The purest contravariant approximation of compactness is pseudo-compactness (see 3 Being of covering dimension n is a contravariant property (see [7] ):
2.9. Theorem (Hurewicz-Wallman). dim(X) <_ n iff S e AE(X).
Theorem 2.9 explains why the covering dimension is the most widely used of all theories of dimension.
In [1] 
